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PERFECT FOR INDUSTRIAL AREAS

CUSTOMIZATION
It can be labeled with the legend of the type of 
material it contains or your logo according to your 
needs.

Ÿ Labeling space.
Ÿ Lower outlets that avoid liquid accumulation.
Ÿ The wall interiors are smooth and free of edges.
Ÿ Discharge valve (optional).
Ÿ Lid and legs (optional).
Ÿ Forklift space.

Ÿ Light, solid, and resistant.
Ÿ It doesn't conserve bacteria and doesn't splinter.
Ÿ It can have mesh.
Ÿ Maximum resistance to acid, neutral, and alkalinizing agents.

FEATURES
Ÿ Made of Food Grade HDPE. 

PALLET BIN 580/760/825
GERMAN MODEL

DESCRIPTION

Ÿ The material of the German Bin complies with FDA 
standards.

Ÿ It efficiently preserves the product's integrity and helps 
reduce waste to farmers, packaging companies, and other 
products in the same storage. 

Ÿ It withstands daily heavy-duty use. 

Ÿ The smooth walls and rounded corners facilitate cleaning 
and avoid solid or liquid product residues. 

EASY TO TRANSPORT AND STORE
Ÿ The bins can be stacked together due to their dimensions 
and save storage space. These make their transportation 
practical since you can carry more bins in less space. 

Ÿ It reduces transport costs.
Ÿ The German Bin's hygienic grade avoids contamination 
with germs and bacteria.

STACKABLE
Ÿ The design of the legs works to fit perfectly with the 
inferior bin. In this way, we guarantee the balance of the 
bins at the time of stacking.

Ÿ It can store from auto parts to consumer goods.

Ÿ The bins can't be stacked with wood or plastic containers 
from other manufacturers.

Volumes, dimensions, and other measures are nominal and may 
vary by approximately 3%.
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